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Work study cuts will alter Letter from the
distribution of campus jobs editor: The year
in review
By DAVID COHN
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Budget cuts: The number of hours work study students can work will be reduced by 10 percent.
By ANNETTE DAUTREMONT
Following state budget cuts, Career and Employment Services anticipates a loss in state funding to
work-study employment for the
upcoming summer and 2011-2012
school year.
Of the approximately 1,300 Puget
Sound students who are employed
under work-study, almost all of
them will receive a cut in the maximum award granted.
The cuts target the number of
hours students can work, with the

only exceptions being students
working in security services.
The decision was made by CES
in March, when they began talking
about a way that would have the least
impact on students and the departments that employ them on-campus.
CES Director Kim McDowell said
that they are not cutting any positions at this point and have instead
decided to reduce the number of
hours students can work by 10 percent.
McDowell acknowledged that although this is a small reduction, it

still has a large impact on students
and the departments that employ
them.
Currently employed work-study
students were notified about the
change through their Student Employment Time Entry page on Cascade and via email.
McDowell said that the response
from most students has been understanding and “it was not a surprise to most students that we had
to make budget cuts in light of the
see WORK STUDY page 3

Class of 2011 to walk freshly
paved commencement path
By SYLVIE DALEY

Hand-in-hand
with
Puget
Sound’s graduation ceremony this
year will be the inauguration of the
new Commencement Walk, which
is under renovation as part of the
construction that is underway on
the South end of campus. Leading
from Karlen Quad to Baker Stadium, Commencement Walk will be
a token of Puget Sound’s first steps
toward a newer unity of its campus,
as the Class of 2011 walks it for the
very first time on May 15.
In March of this year, the University knocked down part of South
Hall and the old Facilities complex.
In its place, the school will create
an area for the campus to hold outdoor events, according to Bob Kief,
Associate VP for Facilities Services.
They hope to be able to hold concerts, plays, movies, and other outdoor functions in that area “rather
than having tents set up in the parking lots for those things,” Kief said.
It is in conjunction with this project
that the University is reconstructing
the walkway that runs from the Library to North 11th Street.
The various construction projects
are part of a larger-scale effort to
unify the different areas of the campus, to achieve both an aesthetic
consistency and a stronger sense of
community. The master plan for the
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Commencement: The new walk will be finished before May 15.
campus-wide project began in 2003,
and incorporates a number of developments designed to connect the
campus internally, as well as define
it within the greater Tacoma community.
A framework of the project plan
on pugetsound.edu indicates the developments will also be made with
environmental sustainability in
mind.
“It’s been a long-term project,”

Bob Kief said. The master plan is expected to be completed by 2023.
The construction will be done in
phases, ultimately connecting the
North and South sides of campus,
functionally as well as aesthetically.
The major development underway now is the new Health Sciences building along 11th Street, and
the nearby Facilities lot conversion, scheduled to be completed
August 18.

It’s finally here: the last Trail issue
of the semester. Next week is reading period, the following week we
are tested on what we learned during reading period and the week after that—who knows? Some of us
will graduate. Some of us will watch
our friends graduate. Some of us
will watch The Graduate on Instant
Netflix and ignore phone calls from
our parents asking if we’ve found a
job yet.
In the beginning of the year, I
wrote a short article—what I proudly called “The State of The Trail Address,” perhaps hoping it might
become some sort of the tradition—
and tried to lay out as best I could
where I thought the paper was and
where I wanted it to go. Now, as the
year draws to a close, I thought it
might be appropriate to provide…
well, a little closure.
So let’s talk about what The Trail
has been up to this year. We celebrated our 100th birthday in the fall,
spending the first semester launching a new website (trail.pugetsound.
edu) and also “looking back” at the
previous hundred years of our newspaper in a special section of our print
edition (featuring old articles, photos, advertisements, nostalgia, etc.)
This was all somewhat new territory, as we had never turned 100 before
and never really launched a real website before either. I’m so proud of our
staff for jumping on board with these
goals, and I’d like to thank you, our
readers, for providing such valuable
feedback and helping make our website what it is today.
And what exactly is our website
today? First, some numbers: We’re
averaging about 200 daily hits and
we spike up to about 600-900 hits
on Fridays, with heavier traffic in
general over the weekend. For a
small school, that ain’t bad—and the
traffic keeps climbing! To put it in
perspective, we received 80 hits total for the month of September, but
then 2,405 hits for October. We are
now at around 8,000 hits for April,
our highest ever. This is extraordinary, because it means you, our
readers, are finally getting to interact with your paper in the ways you
want. Before we went online, readers’ opinions were limited to how
much space we had on our Opinions page (as letters to the editor).
Now, over 160 comments have been
posted on our online articles this
year by readers who have opinions,
ideas, or passionate reactions to our
content. I can’t thank you enough
for your continued interest and support, and for actively engaging with
your school newspaper. Thank you!
I’d like to touch upon these ‘passionate reactions’ and about how
much I value our readers who hold
The Trail accountable to our own
standards. As editor, I get the pleasure of hearing positive, supportive
responses from our readers as well
as frustrations about our content
(perceived bias, factual errors, fail-

ure to cover certain stories, covering
other stories too much, etc.) Some of
these are written as letters to the editor; some are posted online (occasionally anonymously with a degree
of venom that so easily comes with
the territory of anonymous internet
comments). I thought it would be
appropriate to, as I leave you as editor (and hopefully graduate in a few
weeks), respond to some of these
concerns and share with you a little about your newspaper and how
hard we work to provide engaging,
entertaining, relevant, accurate and
balanced content.
The Trail is entirely student-run,
without the guidance and instruction of a university journalism program. The situation is a little tricky,
in that our staff—all full-time students with heavy academic work
loads—must meet the rigor of
weekly deadlines while concurrently learning about what journalism is and how to write it. Part
of our mission statement is that we
seek to provide students with the
chance to learn these skills on the
go, but it also means that mistakes
will invariably occur. Our policy
is to address these as they happen
by running corrections and always
continuing to strive to do the very
best we can to cover stories honestly and with respect. I would kindly
ask our readers to remember that
your Trail writers are your peers (in
fact, you could easily apply to be a
writer yourself!), and that any disagreement you might have with an
article should not be voiced as personal attacks against individual student writers. As The Trail continues to grow and writers continue to
learn the tenants of strong, balanced
journalistic writing, we hope our
readers might equally take advantage of opportunities to learn how
to engage respectfully with their paper. Civilized discourse can be difficult sometimes (particularly when
we feel we have been hurt), but it is
our shared obligation to learn how
to learn from each other. That’s part
of what Puget Sound is all about.
So what is The Trail and where
are we headed? We are a studentrun weekly newspaper and we strive
to provide students, faculty and the
community with content they will
find informative and engaging. Our
writers are required to think critically and respectfully about stories
they cover (the role of a newspaper
cannot be to simply plug events).
On the other hand, we must not fall
into the error of thinking a critical
article is necessarily a ‘journalistic’
one, and we are so thankful to our
readers who continue to push us to
think critically about our own work.
We are not a university bulletin,
or an extended advertisement for
events, or a complete and perfect record of all that happens on campus.
And we don’t try to do those things.
We are a newspaper and, more importantly, we are your newspaper.
Thanks for an amazing year everyone, and happy reading!
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Mixed reactions to The Rattler’s satire Arson at
By MIKE KNApE

Muted controversy turned to
uproar earlier this month following the distribution of the most recent edition of The Rattler, a satirical spin-off of the ASUPS’ Tattler
newsletter. Criticism of the formerly-anonymous publication focuses
on a series of jokes in a section entitled “10 worst pick-up lines” that reference sexual assault. The list included “does this smell like chloroform to
you?” And “what, you don’t like roofies? Oh, this is awkward.”
The newsletter, which has been
published off-and-on for more than
a year, was distributed throughout
Marshall Hall. It has no connection
to either ASUPS or the administration.
The campus reaction has been divided and opinions are strong on
both sides. Those opposed to the
publication assert that the publication perpetuates a “rape culture” on
campus, while those who defend it
purport that its satirical nature enables critical commentary.
VAVA copresident Ruby Aliment
has been an outspoken critic of the
Rattler.
“I’m not saying the Rattler is going
to make people rape, but it perpetuates the idea that rape doesn’t happen
here, so we can make fun of it. And
it does happen here,” Aliment said.
“One of the most horrific situations I
could think of was a prospective student sitting down in the S.U.B. with
his parents and seeing that, because
it was during an admitted student
period. I would not have come here
after seeing that.”
Senior Elly Henricksen echoed
that sentiment in Facebook conversation that garnered nearly 50 responses.

“As part of the community most
vulnerable to power-based personal
violence, as well as a leader who has
gone through Green Dot and other
anti-violence training, I’m terrified
to see these types of things on our
campus. Laughing about violence
and sexual assault is inviting it and
creating the illusion that in some instances these things are funny/not
serious,” Henricksen said.
Another section of students felt

honest discussions about sexual safety and the implications of our language.”
The Dean of Students Office sent
a campus-wide email entitled “Act of
Incivility” condemning The Rattler
after offended students voiced their
concerns to the administration.
The email, which was coauthored
by Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students Mike Segawa and Chief Diversity Officer Kim

“This was meant to be a satirical joke, anad if you did not
find it funny, then I failed as a writer and I apologize. ”
—Andrew Koved

the discussion was largely blown out
of proportion.
“I enjoyed it, and I thought it was
pretty much in line with the past
publications. The content was maybe a little more eye-popping, pushing the envelope of the acceptability
of the humor,” sophomore Tim Kelley said. “I think the point is to deliver satire, and to raise awareness of
actual issues on campus by provoking a surprised response. “
VAVA and the Student Diversity
Center have put up a presentation
in the S.U.B. next to the dish return
in order to further discussion. Although a copy of The Rattler and a
poster citing sexual assault statistics
were taken down anonymously, Aliment believes the presentation has
had been a positive step.
“Aside from the people who want
to silence this discussion, people
have been responding really positively to our presentation. Every
time I walk by the sub I see a group
of people engaging in friendly discussions,” Aliment said. “It’s been really rewarding to see people having

SEcURIt Y REPORt
The following incidents were reported to Security Services
between April 19 and April 25, 2011:

Theft from Vehicle
One vehicle was broken into while it was parked on N. Lawrence Street. A roadside emergency kit was taken.
Malicious Mischief to Vehicle
A faculty member’s vehicle parked near the Sculpture Building on N. 17th Street had its side window broken out. Nothing was taken from the vehicle.

Bobby, expressed “abhorrence” at the
publication’s content, which some
students felt was another overreaction.
Segawa defended the administration’s response while acknowledging
the difficult nature of the situation.
“The intent of the email was to
make a strong statement about
something we disagreed with. I
found a number of things about The
Rattler to be demeaning to groups
and individuals on campus and for
a number of our community members, it crossed the line,” Segawa said.
“The attempt at making humor
out of sexual assault and sexual violence, more specifically, crossed the
line. That is a topic I find is hard to
make into humor,” Segawa added.
Shortly after the administration’s
email, sophomore Andrew Koved
identified himself on Facebook as
the author.
“I am sincerely sorry if I offended
anyone. I do not, nor will I ever, condone rape, or any other type of harassment. This was meant to be a satirical joke, and if you did not find it
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current economic situation.”
And as a silver lining, McDowell explained how this has motivated CES to pursue finding more offcampus jobs for students. “Although
off-campus jobs have become more
competitive, CES can provide resources to help prepare students.”
CES maintains that they ap-

Burglaries
Two laptop computers and an Ipod were taken from two unlocked rooms in residence halls.
Crime prevention Tips:
·
Always secure your room or office space while you are
away. Never leave personal or university property unattended
or unsecured. Remember to secure ground and first floor
windows. As the weather warms, it is important to remember
this.
·
Do not leave valuables in your vehicle, doing so attracts
thieves.
·
The use of a U-bolt style lock is highly recommended
for bicycle security.
·
Help prevent crime by being an extra set of eyes and
ears and reporting suspicious activity right away. Security
is open 24/7. The main reporting number is 253.879.3311.
Please program this number into your phone.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services
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funny, then I failed as a writer and
apologize. Please accept my deepest
regrets that my publication caused so
much harm on campus,” Koved said
in a statement to The Trail.
Although Aliment said she informed Koved of her feelings via
email, she stressed that the issue is
bigger than any individual. “It is not
just about the writer, it is everybody
who uses this kind of language. What
is being shown in the aftermath is
how okay people are with that kind
of language,” Aliment said.
“I don’t think that kind of language accurately reflects the kind of
community we have at Puget Sound,
or the community that we should
have here because it should be safe
for everyone,” Aliment said.
Members of both perspectives
agree that the controversy generated by The Rattler has led to a positive reflection and conversation on
campus.
Despite her grievances with The
Rattler’s content, sophomore Ali
Hoover has an optimistic outlook for
the long term. “I have really appreciated that people are so willing to
talk about it openly. And I am proud
that we are taking it seriously and
discussing the issues as a campus,”
Hoover said.
Segawa remarked that this is just
one step in an ongoing process. He
pointed out that Puget Sound’s Policy on Sexual Assault and Sexual Misconduct changed significantly two
years ago due to student conversations similar to the current ones.
“This is just another indicator that
we have so much more to do in education and understanding on these
issues. But even though we have a lot
more to do, that’s what we are supposed to do. It is what we do,” Segawa said.

proached the budget cuts in the
most thoughtful way possible to accommodate both students and the
University departments that rely on
their help so much.
The final budget cuts from the
state will be decided in one month,
after the Washington State Legislature concludes their special session.
At that point, CES will know exactly how much they will need to cut
work-study hours.

WHAT’S UP WITH ASUPS
Well, unless the fat lady suddenly finds herself
unable to hit her final note, Budget Process will
officially be over by the time you are reading this.
Remember that The Boat is on Friday, and you
should get to the buses earlier rather than later.
If you have any questions, ideas or suggestion
for next year’s process, please contact your
ASUPS Execs or Senators and share your opinion.
Suppor t Relay for Life on Saturday!
-ASUPS

Point D
pagoda

By KIMBERLEE fREDERICK
The historic pagoda at Point Defiance, a well-known landmark to
park goers, was significantly damaged in a fire on Friday, April 15. It
was the second of what turned out
to be several suspicious fires at Point
Defiance this month.
Each of the fires, which all occurred after dark, have been judged
arson. There were no witnesses to
the fires and no suspects have yet
been apprehended. Extra security
has since been added to Point Defiance.
Despite the short span of time in
which each instance of arson was
committed, Tacoma police are inconclusive as to whether or not the
three fires were started by the same
person or persons.
The first fire was started on April
11, when three garbage cans were
set ablaze on Owen Beach. Quickly extinguished, the flames did not
cause any damage. The second fire,
set to the inside of the 97-year-old
pagoda, completely damaged the
floor, the basement and parts of the
roof.
On April 18, an arsonist put burning toilet paper into a plastic trash
can in a men’s restroom in the area
of the park between the zoo and
the pagoda. A Point Defiance security guard saw the fire around 9:30
p.m. The flames were extinguished
quickly and no damage was caused.
In a statement, police spokesperson Mark Fulghum said he was
not sure if the fires were related. He
noted the difference in the types of
damage caused.
“Garbage cans may be more of
a prank style, but the Pagoda itself, that’s way above and beyond a
prank,” Fulghum said.
Metro Parks Tacoma Communications Manager Nancy Johnson
said that the proposed cost of the
damage—around $500,000—might
be low because it’s based on reconstruction for a typical building,
rather than a historical one like the
pagoda.
“It will probably take about a
month’s time to make a full assessment of what it will take to restore
the building. It is our assumption
that the coverage that we have on
the building will restore it to what
the public’s expectations will be,”
Johnson said in an interview with
the Seattle Times. Restoration crews
have determined that some aspects
of the original historical structure
will be salvageable, though it is still
unclear how much of the pagoda is
damaged beyond repair.
“We are highly committed to restoring the Pagoda in a manner that
maximizes its value and use to the
community,” Executive Director of
Metro Parks Tacoma Jack Wilson
said in a press release. “As we do so,
our focus and priority will be to ensure that its historical integrity remains intact.”
The projected completed time
for restorations to the pagoda is between six and eight weeks.
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University keeps academic honors too insular
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Be proud of number one: Puget Sound ought to make student
excellence a more visible part of daily life in the University.

By ELLIOT PIROS
It behooves this university to advertise the academic success of its
undergraduates to the whole stu-

dent body. Yet, to its own detriment, this university keeps the honors of academic success insular, and
in doing so misses out on a chance
to create academic role models.

This year, a number of students
will or have been inducted into either Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi
or Mortarboard—all honors societies of repute. A small swathe of
seniors will graduate summa cum
laude, magna cum laude or cum
laude. And additionally, some welldeserving seniors will graduate
with honors in their respective departments.
But who will know of these honors? At academic convocation, at
each society’s induction ceremony and on the commencement flyer, these honors will be duly noted.
In each case, the audience will consist of family and friends, graduating seniors or, more limiting, other seniors (and some juniors) who
have received the same academic
honors.
Perhaps even a story will appear
on the school’s website that numerates the honorees.
Yet the glaring irony is that while
the administrative wing of our
school will advertise these honorees repeatedly to current and potential donors with the explicit aim
of bolstering our school’s academic reputation, most undergraduates
here will never know who got into
what academic honor society, who
received honors in what major or
why such honors matter.
Of course, some may say that
honor societies only foster a certain sort of exemplarity, that learning is not displayed in GPA, that
academic success is an artificial
construction. Indeed, I know a few
remarkably intelligent people who
are passed over by honors’ selec-

tion committees. But, lest we forget
how much time and effort goes into
manicuring one’s GPA, it should be
said that these honors above all reward academic work ethic.
Nor should civic and department honors define the parameters of academic success. But, in
the highly contrived university setting, these honors are potent currency by which academic achievement (the result of hard work, or
so one hopes) can be measured and
from which subsequent academic
role models can be built.
Perhaps one might say that academic role models, rather than igniting a desire to emulate, polarize the student body by elucidating
lines between good students and
otherwise. To me, it seems this concern is part of a larger discomfort
with the promotion of individuals
who succeed academically.
What is it about individual academic success that causes this university to wax so humble to its undergraduates? Surely we advertise
individual (and team) success in
sports—as multiple stories on the
school’s website and two pages of
this newspaper evince (see a recent
headline on the school’s website,
“Matt Kitto leads Logger Golfers to
Tournament Title”).
Are we afraid that naming academically successful individuals
will antagonize academically unsuccessful or mediocre individuals? But rampant mediocrity and
lack of success are just the things
we should be combating!
By promoting academic honorees, we place them metaphorically

on a podium (as athletes are literally placed on podia) with the express intent of explicating what and
who a successful student is, of what
and of whom this university should
consist.
To hide success is to hinder the
road to exemplarity. And, in an
era of increasingly corroding apathy, flaccid ambitions and students
who “just don’t care” to try, we
need strong, academic examples.
We need to promote the students
who work hard in their studies,
who spend four years toiling. By
promoting civic and departmental
honorees, we can do just that.
The university has proved itself capable of promoting individual academic success in the cases
of the two Watson fellowship winners, Margaret Shelton and Jacqueline Ward. These two well-deserving individuals, however, are but
the tip of an iceberg. Why not promote departmental honorees outside their departments, to people
other than those who already know
of their effort?
Indeed, I’ll conclude by suggesting that one might push the argument further. What about summer research recipients, in either
the Humanities or Sciences? What
about Fred S. Wyatt scholarship
winners, George J. Matelich winners, or Peter Wallerich Scholarship winners? What about Fulbright fellowship winners? They all
deserve such recognition for their
achievements, a recognition that
would inspire others to reach for
the same heights.

High time for space tourism Rhetoric of choosing career “life path”

limits alternative postgraduate plans
By MACKENZIE HEPKER
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Galactic tours: Price of space travel launches private industry.

By MEGAN EVANS
The privatization of space takes
science out of the public realm and
delivers it to the elite. While it may be
logical to cut funding to something
that seems frivolous during a time of
economic instability, it will have serious repercussions in the future.
The Obama administration promised to provide greater funding for the
sciences at the beginning of the 2008
campaign. After the election, however, the recession made it obvious
that there were going to be significant
budget cuts. One of the programs
in the process of being downsized is
NASA. This nevertheless gives private companies a distinct advantage
over NASA.
Private companies sound very
cool. They can offer, for the right

price, a taste of what the “greater outdoors” is like. Virgin Galactic is one
of the private companies preparing
for this new space age. Their webpage offers the opportunity to let you
“book your place in space.” It’s hard
not to be excited by the prospect of
a non-astronaut citizen being able to
explore space as a tourist for a mere
$200,000.
They also represent a break from
the monopoly that the government
has had over the industry since the
program began. It would be hard to
imagine a private company trying to
initiate space exploration during the
Cold War era.
Presently the NASA program has
had to significantly downsize the
space shuttle trips. Astronauts who
see NASA page 4

Want your opinion to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at
trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our new website at
trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We will
select responses each week to publish in the next issue.

As one trudges along four grueling years of higher education,
there is an omnipresent reality that holds a person back from
burning textbooks, dropping out
and blowing all of her money on
a new steed to ride off into a less
miserable counter-reality: the future as career.
However, jumping into a highpaying and exhausting lifelong
career exclusively to achieve economic stability seems irrational
compared to a more freeform lifestyle that involves less commitment and predictability.
We have all been taught by our
schools, the media and our parents to follow a set “life path.” Go
to high school, graduate, go to college and get a job—a job that will
become the foundation for your
career. A career, realists teach us,
is essential for a fulfilling lifestyle.
It provides one with money for
sustenance, status and security.
Such wealth makes life much
easier when it comes time to settle
down and have a family, if you’re
into that, or convincing your parents that your college education
wasn’t a waste of 30 grand (see Elliott Piros’ article April 15 for the
reasons why not).
No matter how stressful one’s
career may be or how many unrelated yet potentially enriching opportunities slip by in the midst of
it, there is a light at the end of the
tunnel that supposedly makes it all
worthwhile—retirement.
Surely this sequence of events is
true in many cases, but it should
not be put on a pedestal. If all one
needs in life to be happy is comfort
and security, more power to ‘em—
society will accommodate.
But for people who crave more
than the simple charms of domesticity, the restrictions of a lifelong
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Life: Young people shouldn’t be limited by a “straight” path.
career may simply be too limiting
for a diversity of experiences, of
which travelling abroad and immersing oneself in another culture
are examples.
What if a person has multiple
passions which are professionally unrelated, like an avid painter or fiction writer with a knack
for biochemistry? It may be better for such a person to not commit to one track for the rest of her
life, and intead maximize both her
happiness and potential by planning to commit to both fields for
a limited time each, or to go back
and forth.
Unfortunately, pushing oneself
to the limit and indulging in adventures is less feasible at the ripe
age of 60 after 40 years of energy
drainage. So many things can happen in those 40 years aside from
the inevitable deterioration of the

body and the mind. Planning on
letting loose after a lifelong career
is just as naïve as claiming not to
need a lifelong career.
One should not squander youth
for fear of being left behind without considering the great experiences that could be neglected in
the process.
If the media and personal observation can be extrapolated to the
general reality, one can see that
stressful, high-paying careers and
positions that provide someone
“too much to lose” can really take
a toll on an individual’s happiness.
Professions may be accepted by
said individual as entirely superficial or a mere means to get by,
but studies show that if a person
is not doing something she really
likes for several hours nearly every
see CAREERS page 4
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CAREERS

continued FROM page 3

weekday for 40 years or so, depression is very likely to occur at some
point in a life. Approximately 9.5 percent of Americans between the ages
of 18 and 65 have a depressive disorder in a given year, with five percent
suffering from a major depressive disorder, according to the National Institute of Health Sciences. The average
age of onset for depression is the mid20s—the age one typically commits
to a professional track.
Compare America to the Netherlands. The Netherlands is tied with
Sweden and Denmark for second
happiest country in the world based
on qualitative and quantitative indicators, while the United States comes
in thirteenth (out of 50 countries,
most of which are still developing).
The Netherlands are famous for their
historically strong economy and accumulation of wealth, but so is America. Why the difference?
One Jezebel article, “Take Your
Workaholism and Shove It, Say
Dutch Women,” may have the answer. The American author writes of
her experiences and observations in
the Netherlands and how life there
compares to home.
“I worry about my career incessantly,” she writes, while Dutch women “take a lackadaisical approach to
their careers.”
She notes that there is this “staple
virtue of American life—it seems to
apply no matter what your religious
background—that says work brings
salvation. The Dutch women obviously have a different idea of what
personal freedom and fulfillment
means. It involves, um, having fun. It
sounds totally right-on.”
One’s career is so tied to one’s identity in America, taking a risk in the
professional field may feel like putting one’s soul on the line. However,
one puts her soul on the line every
day in refusing to nourish it. Committing to a career hinders the diverse
types of enrichment that the world
has to offer.

NASA

continued FROM page 3

expected to go back into space with
NASA may have to accept that they
have had their last government-funded run. NASA’s loss, however, is the
private company’s gain. Pilots are being recruited from former NASA employees.
There are, however, downsides to
consider. If private companies function more economically, the time
may come in which NASA no longer
seems necessary.
Astronauts may not be heroes to
future generations; they will be tourists. The Virgin Galactic website advertises the people who have already
booked seats on the future flights as
astronauts. The qualifications of an
astronaut in this future world would
consist of three days of mental and
physical training to ensure that the
participants can handle the effects of
space. To older generations, to be an
astronaut is a sign of intelligence and
great physical shape. But in the future
it may just be a matter of money.
Another potential issue of the
privatization of space is the changes in
the ownership of information. NASA
makes the data of its findings public,
as it is funded by the population of
the United States. Private companies,
however, have no such duties. Private
companies may come to own information about space. This could have
any number of outcomes.
This expansion into the final frontier by private companies is an intriguing twist on the traditional space
programs. It should not, however,
close off the space we all share.

The Puget Sound Trail
trailops@pugetsound.edu

In honor of The Trail’s final issue for Spring 2011, this
section is devoted to “letters to the editor.” The spirit of our
paper rests in the voice of the student body. Thank you for
keeping the conversation going.
—Eds.
This letter is in response to Elliott Piros’ article, “Stereotypes pigeonhole identities for gay men,” published in the April 15 edition of The Trail.
We are writing in response to Elliott Piros’ April 15 article entitled
“Stereotypes pigeonhole identities
for gay men.” While we appreciate
the sentiment expressed of combating stereotypes, we disagree
with some of the assertions the article made about the gay community.
We agree wholeheartedly that it
is important to highlight stereotyping as a problem within our
school, and we certainly respect
Piros’ contribution to this discussion.
The discrimination that results
from being pigeonholed into a preconceived notion of gayness, such
as not being “gay enough” or being
“too gay’” is absolutely unacceptable and in fact B-GLAD (the campus organization that represents
the LGBTQIA community) both
recognizes the problem and works
actively to discourage such behav-

ior from happening.
However, in attempting to make
a point about the problems of discrimination, Piros himself has stereotyped the “gay community”
and, in doing so, engaged in the
same behavior that he is speaking
out about.
Suggesting that the LGBTQIA community’s sole purpose is to
function as a group of people that
have the same sexual orientation
completely ignores the multifaceted nature and emphasis on inclusiveness that such a community is
based upon.
The LGBTQIA community is
about so much more than similarity based upon sexual orientation—it is about building a sense of
place for those that have been discriminated against because of their
sexuality, fostering a social support system, friendship, politically inclusive activism and a shared

desire to make the world a better
place for everyone.
The “gay communities” found in
places such as B-GLAD, OASIS (a
local Tacoma LGBTQIA youth organization), or the Tacoma Rainbow Center (a safe space for LGBTQIA individuals) shares these
values and represents a multitude
of people that may or may not
share the same sexual orientation.
The people that form these communities are simply people who
feel a desire to offer support to
those who need it when the broader society does not support them,
to make social change for a better,
more inclusive future and to be a
part of discussions about the importance and value of embracing
diversity of all shapes and sizes.
So we have a question for you,
Elliott Piros, along with anyone
else “skeptical of the ‘gay community’”: Have you ever attended an

event or meeting sponsored by BGLAD or a similar organization?
If you had, you would see that far
from being defined by sexuality,
B-GLAD represents an incredibly
diverse range of people who share
the common belief that stereotypes, regardless of the kind, serve
only to promote the inequality that
the LGBTQIA community seeks to
eradicate, and have no place in today’s society.
We invite you to attend one of
B-GLAD’s weekly meetings in
the Student Diversity Center (the
house across the street from Diversions) at 6 p.m. and see for yourself what values the “gay community,” represented on this campus for
many by B-GLAD, strives to promote.
—Jason Rison, Sam Mandry and
Michael Aiyar

This letter is in response to a “Hey You” published in an April edition of The Trail.
I had the incredible experience
of working for the Facilities Department of our school over the
summer. The people I encountered
are some of the hardest workers
I have ever met. I was, and you
would be, quite surprised to learn
that this school is kept running by
a handful of very skilled people.
Many of them carry more than one
trade. One person I worked with
was both a mechanic, machinist, and plumber. This guy could
fix your car, rebuild your transmission, and install a toilet in the
backseat. He has been working for
this school since before we were
born. Most of the Facilities workers have that same credential. All
of them work harder than you

would imagine.
Shadowing a worker for weeks
at a time was both hard and inspiring. I loved getting dirty and loved
learning from them. They had immense knowledge of their craft and
loved having someone with whom
to share it. But they also loved to
hear from a student of the school
they maintain. They care about
us. When something goes wrong
at night, some of them get pulled
out of their homes and drive across
town so that your heater is still
warm when you wake up. They use
any means necessary to stay out of
our way. I was privy to their inside
jokes and adamant opinions, and
let me tell you that they never complain about us. We, the privileged

students who use what is truthfully
their campus at will, are their priority.
So when I read a “Hey You,” criticizing the Department for blowing the pretty fall leaves off of the
walks, or mowing the lawn too early in the morning, I feel ashamed.
I’m ashamed because I can be associated with you, and you are ignorant. Yes; Facilities closed Todd
field so that it would be ready for
graduation. Does that not make
sense? You say that having the
sprinklers on is overkill. They
know what they are doing. They
know more about the irrigation of
this school than you know about
the paper you’re writing. You are in
no position to criticize their work.

If I had the opportunity to take
back my job and work with those
women and men, I’d do it in a
heartbeat. You should too, if you
get the chance. But I would never
be able to hear the negative things
some of you say about the Department and shrug it off like they do.
The next time you see a Facilities
worker around campus, I suggest
you stop and talk to her or him.
What’s his or her name? How is the
day going? What might she or he
be working on at the moment? Tell
them that Red 5 says, “Hi!” Maybe
you could even give a thank you.
Be aware though, they are very
busy people.
—Spencer Wu

These letters respond to Leah Weitz’s review of the Senior Theater Festival production of “The Fourth Graders Present an Unnamed Love-Suicide,” in the April
22 edition of The Trail.
I realize that Weitz’s article is a
review, and I know that all reviews
aren’t supposed to be good.
At first, I was mad because Leah
Weitz, the girl who wrote the article, is definitely not a theater-goer. I quickly realized, however, that
that shouldn’t matter—theoretically, we put these plays on so people
who don’t normally see theater will
enjoy them just as much.
Yet, some points in her article make it seem like she was almost actively not paying attention. She quips about the hook of
the show in the beginning of her
article: it’s supposed to be written
by a 4th grader who killed himself,
and then performed by 4th grad-

ers. Then, one of her major qualms
with the show is its “Inceptionstyle crisis of identity.”
So, is it the case that she explains
the show to her readers but doesn’t
understand it herself?
Secondly, she clearly has spent
no time researching her subject.
She complains about the show being in the round, something she is
clearly not familiar with, because
she takes an entire line to describe
it, rather than using its three-word
name. She calls the actors out on
acting too well, which is borderline
ridiculous.
Yes, the actors are acting as 4th
graders who are acting themselves.
That said, the 4th grade charac-

ters are not good actors, they know
their friend killed himself, and
they are dealing with that as they
are putting on the play. It is not the
4th graders who are acting who are
crying, but the actors playing 4th
graders. Make sense?
I am okay with Weitz not liking
the show. Mike Rice’s bully speech
isn’t for everyone. I personally enjoyed it; I thought it showed how
the dead Johnny was dealing with
those issues as he “wrote” the play.
I acknowledge that it is a long
speech, but in a fifty-minute play,
as a theater-goer I err on the side
of giving everything my full attention.
Veering a bit more into opin-

ion, I disagree that the show ended melodramatically. It is certainly
set up as a melodrama, but the obvious conclusion is a gunshot and
a dead lead. However: Click! And
the lights come back up.
We are reminded that this is still
a play, and these are kids dealing
with adult themes. With as quirky
as the script is—I admittedly didn’t
like it much upon first read—director Joey Fechtel did an amazing
job with this piece. That deserves
to be known, and his play deserves
to be analyzed fully and appropriately, whether the reviewer enjoyed
the play or not.

As UPS theater students, we always reach for the highest standard of quality achievable. Senior
Theater Festival is both academic and extra-curricular. For some
students it is the culmination of
our theater program, and for others it’s an important step towards
that goal.
We put considerable time and
energy into the work we do. This
semester, I personally spent about
20-24 hours a week, for 11 weeks,
working on an STF production.
Some students spend less time,
others considerably more. Our

work becomes so personal to us.
We crave a thoughtful conversation that respects our commitment to the art form.
In a theater review, we want to
read more than a basic reaction to
a play; we look for useful analysis. We desire the same standard of
quality in your journalism that we
hold ourselves to in our festival.
We appreciate The Trail’s willingness to help spread awareness
about our productions. We would
appreciate it more if you spelled
our actresses’ names right. We
wish you would correctly identify

our playwright’s nationality, especially when that nationality is so
important to their writing.
We would like you to have a basic understanding of common theatrical conventions, so you might
express your frustration with
them in a way that helps us learn
how to work with them better.
We’re not asking that reviews be
written by theater scholars. We are
asking for basic journalistic curiosity. Do what reporters do: poke
around, ask questions, Google
things. Know your subject.
Student reviewers hold valu-

able insight into the experience of
our plays. Their insight is lost on
us because we see careless blunders and take offense. We get
the impression that these writers
don’t respect our work and decide that they can’t have anything
of worth to say. This is never true.
Our audiences give us their time,
and we work hard to give them
something valuable for it. We
would love to see you do the same
for your readers.

—Jesse Baldridge

—Hayley Hilmes

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the box in
Diversions Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer to
individuals or groups, contain
identifying information or drug
and alcohol references, or are
hateful or libelous in nature.

“HEY YOU,”Καταλαβαίνουμε
ελληνικά. Σας ευχαριστώ!
IHSV!
“HEY YOU,” “Bro style is no
style. Pants are not simply for
pissing in after your lame ass
formal.”
“HEY YOU,” girl hiding easter eggs in the library. You just
made my day :)
“HEY YOU,” Pickle, I love
you 12 pineapples worth!
“HEY YOU,” Hey you, New
Friend. Great job at your recital! You have, and always will
inspire me. Not only with your
voice, but with your spirit.
“HEY YOU,” Take your juvenile shittalking back to junior
high where it belongs, there’s
no place for it here. Stop trying
so hard.
“HEY YOU,” Japan Support
Coalition and campus participants: Thanks for helping raise
over $1,175.78 plus additional
funding still coming in from
points donations and Circle K
bags!
“HEY YOU,” religious skeptics, when praying, should say
“to whom it may concern”.

“HEY YOU,” Earth, you rock
my socks.
“HEY YOU,” Senior costume
designer, I’d go back to 4th
grade just to be dressed by you.
“HEY YOU,” freckled Brunette Diversions worker, are
you single? I’d like to try your
almond steamer.
“HEY YOU,” sex is a double
mitzva on Fridays. so meet me
at Shabbat, kilworth on Friday
at 6:00 pm, be there!
“HEY YOU,” chore chart
nazis… You suck.
“HEY YOU,” what have you
done for Earth Day? Come
pick up trash in the community
with SSC @ 3:30 starting at
the info center! Yay environment!
“HEY YOU,” STF class of
2011: body shots?
“HEY YOU,” brown haired,
guitar playing Hillel president.
You’re hunky ways made seder
sooo much spicy. You can put
your bone on my seder plate
any day.
“HEY YOU,” theater ghost.
I’m glad we had that talk.
“HEY YOU,” STF senior
lighting designer… talented
AND sexy? You can light my
fabric any day!
“HEY YOU,” Thank you for
supporting Global Medical
Brigades. We raised over $1300
that will go towards medications that will help those in
desperate need in Honduras.
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“HEY YOU,” I know you’ve
been working super hard and
I just want you to know I’m
proud of you. Great job!

“HEY YOU,” newsroom
champions, you bring the
sunshine to every rainy Tuesday
night.

“HEY YOU,” tall lady, I really look up to you.”

“HEY YOU,” cat enthusiast, I
think you are the cat’s yowl.

“HEY YOU,” Hey Yous, stop
censoring out all of my awesome hey you submissions just
because they are hateful toward
specific people in ways that I
would never say publically if
my name were attached.”

“HEY YOU,” I don’t know
what I’m going to do without
you this summer. Ooh! Maybe
I’ll go to the water park.

“HEY YOU,” everyone who
reads this should meet in the
SUB lounge tonight at midnight wearing fancy clothes and
we can start dancing old-timey
dances. See you tonight!”

“HEY YOU,” happy hopping
hobbit, I’d love to lend you
some legumes.
“HEY YOU,” need a new
head? I’ve got one in the trunk
of my car. Ok, it’s used. But in
alright condition. $14.
“HEY YOU,” Class of 2011,
we’re almost through!. This
feels weird/good. Right?

GRIZZ lISt

“HEY YOU,” sandwhich gal,
you’re the greatest thing since
sliced bread.
“HEY YOU,” claustrophic
girl, I love how whenever I get
close to you, you begin to sweat
and breathe heavily. I must really turn you on.

Tickets are
$6.50 with
your
student ID!

THE ELEPHANT IN
THE LIVING ROOM

(PG)

Fri-Sun: 1:00, *3:30, 6:20, 8:30
Mon/Tues: 3:30, 6:20, 8:30

Wed: 3:30, 8:30

Thurs: 3:30, 6:20, 8:30

* Join us for a special discussion following Saturday’s 3:30pm
showing. Tim Harrison, the animal control officer featured in
the film will be at the Grand to answer questions!

ATLAS SHRUGGED

(PG-13)

Fri: 2:30, 4:45, 7:00
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:30, 4:45 7:00
Mon: 2:30, 4:45, 7 Tues: 2:30, 4:45
Wed/Thurs: 2:30, 4:45, 7:00

SUPER Fri-Thurs: 9:10
JANE
EYRE
Fri: 2:45, 5:20, 8:15
(NR)

(PG-13)

Sat/Sun: 12:15, 2:45, 5:20, 8:15
Mon-Thurs: 2:45, 5:20, 8:15

WIN
WIN
Fri: 2:00, 4:20, 6:40, 9:00

(R)

Sat/Sun: 11:40a, 2:00, 4:20, 6:40, 9:00
Mon-Thurs: 2:00, 4:20, 6:40, 9:00

do the right thing (R)

Tues: 6:45

www.GrandCinema.com

Had my first cl
ass today, and
my
tuition will be
paid in full. So
me
people think co
llege is too expe
nsive.
But I found a
way.

Get ahead in life with the National Guard. Call now!
• Up to 100% Tuition Assistance • Leadership Training

SSG Robert Chinneth 253-255-9782
NATIONALGUARD.com • 1-800-GO-GUARD
COM-12_7x3.95_Chinneth.indd 1

WA S H IN G TO
N

3.95x7_SYK_GYTk.indd 2

3/21/11 3:18 PM

3/24/11 11:29 AM
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Senior Art Show displays
hard work of to-be graduates
By SHELBY TAYLOR
Kittredge Hall and Art Gallery, I
would venture to say, is unknown
to a significant number of students.
While we have all passed the building hundreds of times it is by no
means a campus hotspot.
May the Senior Art Show then
enlighten my fellow students to the
passions of eight up-and-coming
artists in Puget Sound’s own exhibition space.
I feature three of the eight graduating Studio Art majors and their
works’ journeys from concept to finished series, all of which deal with
humanity to some extent.
Stepping through Kittredge’s
open doors, Mary Wolfe’s art is to
your immediate right, wood grain
adding a nice contrast to the whitewashed walls. Her aura-ed portraits
appear all too familiar, even if one
does not immediately know Wolfe’s
subjects.
In Wolfe’s junior year abroad in
Australia, she captured her friends’
identities by means of clothing
and gestures, an unfinished series,
which led to Wolfe looking at how it
is we identify and perceive ourselves
via the portal of Facebook.
“I wanted to push it [the unfinished series] more and comment on
how anyone can use Facebook, and
with profiles ever-changing, I fix a
person into space,” Wolfe said.
Her process included “stalking” profiles, selecting certain ones
at random and drawing from their

pictures and information pages to
make decorated birch wood panels, all done without the subjects’
consent. The images in miniature
copied from Facebook and Google
were scanned into Photoshop, manipulated to look more radiating,
stretched, printed on thin paper and
transferred onto wood and painted.
The result? Something that resonates with all of us as part of the
Puget Sound student body and
something that teaches us to see.
“From the beginning, this was for
people who do not look at art, do
not go to art museums. I am training people to look at art with comfortable art. They see it at a distance,
go closer, what you are supposed to
do,” Wolfe said.
To the left of Wolfe, Jenni
Denekas’ Commencement Bay
landscapes are also accessible, as the
waterfront scenes are familiar.
“Each piece begins with research
pertaining to the Superfund cleanup of Commencement Bay. In particular, I pick out the success stories,
in which the cleanup of contamination from industrial pollution, restoration of habitat and the redevelopment of urban areas have all
occurred in a creative and effective
manner, with lasting positive impacts on the region,” Denekas said.
A human connection is made
when Denekas interviews those active in the restorative work. Next,
she visits various sites and uses photography to capture light, composition and texture. Painting wise,

she builds up layer of transparent
layer of oil paint, referencing the
snapshots, and halfway through,
Denekas adds collaged words about
the Superfund cleanup and restoration/redevelopment. Language is
thus imposed over nature and manmade structures, becoming texture
itself.
This artist’s intent is to convey
“the beauty of the local landscape—
a beauty that stems not only from
the natural features of the land, but
also from the dedicated efforts of
environmental groups, government
agencies, local businesses and industry and the local community to
overcome the environmental degradation that resulted from over
a century of unbridled industrial
growth,” she said. “I want to show
the local landscape in a positive
light, not only because it is beautiful, but it has been a long road to regain that natural splendor—and it is
a truly inspirational story.”
Scattered in the middle of the gallery are Valerie Moreland’s relatable
sculpted forms, all arranged to play
out groupings, such as family, or
emotions, such as trust.
“We had a guest artist, Matthew
Allison, in the ceramics studio at
the beginning of the semester. He
had forms that barely had the human form, but with belly buttons. I
liked the way he made wheel thrown
forms into people,” she said.
Inspired, Moreland set about
bringing forth suggestions for forming females (curves) and males

PHOTO CREDIT / GREG NISSEN

(straight lines) on the wheel. With
the clay figures generally rendered
in front of her, Moreland trimmed
and further stressed the shapes
into human bodies. Only when fully constructed did she work on arrangements, letting her pieces speak
to her and form their own stories.
Moreland self-identifies as a functional potter who is “trying something new. I have been throwing for
eight years and love it. Vases always
seemed to have a gender to me, so

PHOTO CREDIT / GREG NISSEN

I decided to go take that a step further and actually make them into
people,” she said. “After that I decided that they should show various relationships between people, because
I feel that the relationships with the
people around me make me who I
am.”
So, be the change you want to see
in your campus by getting to know
Studio Art majors’ hidey-hole. The
show will run until May 14.

PHOTO CREDIT / GREG NISSEN

Seeing Spain: Los Plazas de Toros Desmond Tutu coming
to Tacoma Dome
By LAURA HOLLISTER

One of the more polemic icons
traditionally associated with Spain
is the Corrida de Toros, or, its less
elegant translation, bull fighting.
With the beginning of spring, los
Plazas de Toros in Granada and all
of Spain open to receive tourists and
native spectators for the new season
of bull fighting.
This past Saturday, one of the first
corridas of the season kicked off
with the fifteenth “Festival Taurino,”
which is an annual charity event to
raise money to help find a cure for
Down syndrome.
Six primed bulls of Spanish caliber were led into the plaza to be
courted by six different professional
matadors. The caliber of the matadors was also something to be anticipated, as some of the biggest names
in Spanish bullfighting demonstrated their knowledge of the sport,
such as Enrique Ponce, “El Cid,”
“El Fandi” and the local Granadino
Miguel Hidalgo.
With the stands full of a crowd
ranging from aged Spaniards to

wary students, the warm spring day
made for an inviting stage for the
day’s events. While the visit to the
Corrida was not sponsored by the
ILACA program, thirteen students
went on Saturday to witness their
first corrida.
“The experience at the corrida
was very interesting and fun. The
air surrounding the fiesta was not
cruel or bloody but to help people
with Down syndrome and to appreciate the rhythm of the matador, the
music and the theatricality of the
event,” Puget Sound student Joseph
Lomeo said.
“If you don’t understand the history of Spain you won’t be able to
appreciate the fiesta—between the
matador’s costumes, the Goyesque
style of art, the rhythm of the dance
and the music show, you see many
different cultural aspects of Spain
that are pointless if you are unable
to see past the blood. Yes the first
killing was difficult, but after that
we were able to appreciate the art
and history that goes into the Corrida de Toros,” Lomeo added.
For those unfamiliar with the

structure of the Corrida de Toros,
there are six bulls for each event and
a varying number of matadors.
Sometimes one matador takes on
all six of the animals or, like Saturday’s event, each matador takes one
bull.
The Corrida is broken into three
parts that last about a total of twenty minutes of spectacle for each bull.
The three parts of the Corrida consist of a mounted lance man who
stabs the bull right off to weaken it;
this is followed by the famous cape
dancing of the matador and the bull.
The second part of the sequence
is a series of knives that the matador
uses to attempt to embed in the bull
in key locations for a quicker and
hopefully painless death.
The finale of the bull fight consists of more dancing and finally the
fatal stroke of the sword as the matador ends the competition.
To say that all of the bulls which
participate in the Corrida meet a
fatal end is incorrect. Most of the
bulls are eventually killed and their

see TOROS page 7

By GRACE HEERMAN
The University, as a partner in the
Greater Tacoma Community Foundation (GTCF)’s “Be the Spark”
movement, is helping to bring Nobel Peace Prize laureate Archbishop
Desmond Tutu to the Tacoma Dome
on May 13, 2011. The event is the
culmination of “Be the Spark’s” yearlong initiative to better the Pierce
County community by inspiring action in local youth.
“Be the Spark” marks the 30th anniversary of the Community Foundation and was designed to address
the root causes of local youth violence. The program stresses the importance of youth voice, leadership
and youth-adult partnerships.
According to their website, the
movement challenges community members to recognize their impact on the larger community, and
stresses the importance of working
together to create a safe, healthy and

productive environment. Ultimately,
they hope that through this program
community members will recognize
their power to affect change, and in
doing so, it will inspire them to support their own projects.
“It starts with a spark—with one
person choosing to take action in
their own family, school, or neighborhood—and inspiring others to
do the same,” GTCF Director of
Communications Elyse Rowe said.
“Our goal is for people to be inspired
to take action and help make a difference in the community in a way
that’s meaningful to them.”
Senior Miguel Moreno, along
with other Puget Sound and Pacific
Lutheran students, has been working with GTCF throughout the year
on their “Be the Spark” events in
Pierce County. As part of the ongoing movement, the college students
helped facilitate dialogues with students from three local high schools.
see TUTU page 7
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Corina Bakery dangerous for your sweet tooth Move out
week:
Strategies
to mitigate
waste
By JESSY LYNN

Friday afternoons spent sipping
on tea and consuming a delicious
snickerdoodle cookie can only be
experienced perfectly at one bakery.
Corina Bakery, on the corner of
6th and Fawcett Avenue, offers a variety of pastries and café drinks that
are sure to complete an afternoon
or provide a delectable dessert.
The intimate setting of the bakery
offers seating for conversation or a
positive solitary afternoon. Whatever the occasion may be, the pastries are sure to hit a sweet tooth.
Anything from giant slices of cake,
cookies, lemon bars, scones and
much more are offered daily.
This unique bakery offers different flavors of cake every day that
you can order by the slice. One can
have lemon coconut one day and
then chocolate cake with peanut
butter cream the next.
Not wanting to try every flavor will take some serious self-restraint, however. In the hour and a
half I spent sitting in the charming
bakery, two new flavors of freshly baked cake were brought out to
tempt me.
“We love that they sell cake by the
slice. We love coming in for birthdays and getting an assortment of
different flavors. That way everyone
gets what they want,” returning customer Shelley Lewis said.
Music plays as I sip on the tea
and pleasant conversation ensues
throughout the bakery. The café
evokes a warm and homey feeling. Its decorative flowers, humble
counter space and gentle tunes provide a wonderful environment. In
fact, the beautiful setting prompt-

ed an entering customer to exclaim,
“This is adorable!”
The atmosphere of the delightful bakery lends itself to a friendly community and an unbelievably
popular spot.
“It’s popular, but it’s never overly
crowded, so it’s a good place to hang
out and everyone’s really friendly,”
sophomore Hayley Hilmes said.
Friendliness, intimate vibes and
delicious food are just a few Corina specialties. The welcoming
staff makes personal recommendations on the best pastries of the day.
Owner and baker Molly Ott bustled
around the café—it’s a counter service, but she personally delivered
drinks and giant slices of cake to
her customers.
The outstanding service extends
throughout the greater Tacoma
community as well.
“I love that it has a connection
with Infinite Soups. You can have
great soups and eat more pastries,”
sophomore Connor Jones said.
Corina allows Infinite Soups customers to use their seating to consume their soups, and let’s face it,
their pastries are hard for them to
resist.
“I find the bakery a nice place to
read a book and enjoy a lemon bar
with a latte. I love the fact that it has
so many choices to accommodate
different people,” Hilmes said.
Strict dietary restrictions are not
a worry when eating at Corina either. They offer gluten free and vegan cakes. Many of them are specialty order.
While counter service is always
available, Corina also offers custom
made baked goods.
Most popular with customers are
the Corina specialty order cakes.

By TOMMY STONE

PHOTO COURTESY / ISABELLE CHIOSSO

Tasty Treats: Corina Bakery provides a delicious Friday snack.
An engaged couple sat in the corner
with their wedding cake designer to
plan out the perfect tiered cake for
their special event.
The bakery’s Facebook fan page
is full of pictures of wedding cakes
posted by satisfied customers. Corina makes cakes for weddings,
but they do not only do classical
cakes. Many customers also want a
themed cake for their birthday parties and various events.
Corina definitely knows how
to do pastry, but it also offers customers café beverages to supplement their afternoon treat. No cake
would be complete without some
warm milk or a comforting mocha.
I enjoyed a honey vanilla tea,
which provided the perfect amount

of sweetness and warmth to compliment my scrumptious cookie.
No matter what pastry one iscraving, Corina Bakery is sure to
have the perfect item to satisfy your
sweet tooth.
“We just think everyone should
be able to eat cake,” Ott said.
If one is craving a cake in Tacoma or getting ready for a celebration, Corina is surely the place to go
for any occasion requiring a sweet
treat. Or if one is simply looking to
celebrate a wonderful Friday, Corina will provide the perfect celebration pastry too.
The bakery is open Monday
through Friday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
Saturday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

TUTU

TOROS

These dialogues were aimed at gaining a better understanding of their
lives, schools and communities.
“By allowing them to share their
stories, the program hoped to build
a stronger community founded
more on honesty than stereotypes,”
Moreno explained. “I hope that after
having gone through the dialogues,
the students realize that if they want
to make some sort change in their
school community or community
in general, there are people that will
listen and there possibilities for that
change.”
Moreno became involved with
“Be the Spark” as a part of The Hurley Community Service Endowed
Scholarship Fund, which he was
granted for the 2010-2011 academic year. The Fund was established to
provide financial support for recipients to implement innovative service-oriented programs.
“I think [‘Be the Spark’] is a great
program in that it focuses on the
youth of the city as a source of wisdom,” Moreno said. “Rather than
try and make changes for the young
people, the program asks them what
they want to see changed and also
believes in their ability to start that
change.”
GTCF event organizers believe
Tutu’s message will align perfectly
with “Be the Spark’s” values of togetherness and community involvement. Tutu will challenge attendees
to see both their community and
their role in it differently.
“Bringing people together is what
I call ‘ubuntu,’ which means ‘I am because we are,’” Tutu said in a GTCF
news release. “Far too often people
think of themselves as just individuals, separated from one another,
whereas you are connected and what
you do affects the whole world.”
“[‘Ubuntu’] speaks to the interconnectedness of humanity and the
way we all need each other to thrive,”

meat sold to butcher shops; however, the matador can intervene and
spare the life of his combatant if he
sees a special valor in the animal.
That is not to say this occurs often,
although the famous “El Fandi” is
known to have liberated a few “worthy” bulls in his career.
Although the Corrida de toros is
seen by foreigners as a symbol and
inherent aspect of Spanish culture,
the real population of Spain is about
sixty percent against and forty percent for the spectacle.
The main support of this event
comes from the south of Spain, especially in the autonomy of Andalusia. Even more specifically, the real
diehard fans of this sport are the
older generations of Spaniards who
want to keep their cultural heritage
alive.
That is not to say that today’s
young people are all totally against
bull fighting; in fact, the correct
term would be to say that they are
neutral on the subject. Thus this
neutrality permits the sport to continue, although less and less Spaniards in their prime are to be seen in
the Plaza de Toros.
To continue describing bull fighting as a symbol of Spain is erroneous because certain autonomies of
Spain, such as Catalan, have enacted laws prohibiting the Corrida de
Toros within their sphere of autonomy.
While the bullfights seem to be
dwindling in popularity within the
younger generations of Spaniards,
other events that utilize bulls in the
country still continue to enjoy immense popularity, such as the running of the bulls in Pamplona.
Each year with the hundreds of
fiestas Spain has to offer, thousands
of bulls are utilized as an integral
part of the celebration. It seems that
the popular symbol of the bull continues to be an active part of the
Spanish identity.

continued FROM page 6

continued FROM page 6

Economic Forum: Tutu passionately speaks at 2009’s World
Economic Forum in Switzerland.
Rowe said. “It fits into the core of ‘Be
the Spark’ because we are encouraging people to make a difference because their actions matter as a part
of this community.”
Tutu, age 79, received the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1984 for his outspoken opposition to apartheid. President Nelson Mandela appointed
him chairman of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 1995, a
body created to investigate human
rights violations that occurred under apartheid.
Tutu retired as archbishop of Cape
Town in 1996 and was named emeritus archbishop soon after. He has remained a prominent public figure,
and is active in the defense of human
rights. He currently lends his support to various campaigns against
AIDS, homophobia, poverty and
racism, among others.
Beginning on his 79th birthday,
Tutu began a phased retirement
from the public sphere. GTCF organizers feel extremely lucky that
the event sparked his interest, as his

appearance in Tacoma is said to be
his last major public event outside of
South Africa. “It is gratifying to be
involved in this community-wide effort that Tacoma and Pierce County
have embarked upon,” Tutu said.
So far, interest in the event has
been overwhelming. GTCF’s original attendance goal of 5,000 has already nearly tripled, with 13,500
tickets sold. “We wanted half of the
Dome to be filled with youth and
we’ve already almost reached that,”
Rowe said. “The support and partnership that the community has given around ‘Be the Spark’ has been
tremendous and it’s just the beginning.”
Ticket prices range from $24 to
$42 for adults and $9 to $15 for all
students (with student identification), and a portion of every ticket
sold will go toward GTCF’s Youth
Against Violence Endowment Fund.
Tickets can be ordered through
Ticktmaster
(www.ticketmaster.
com) or in person at the Tacoma
Dome box office.

At colleges throughout the nation, the week that students begin
their mass exodus from the dorms
becomes an environmental hazard
in and of itself. Often, students will
leave behind any straggling items
that they aren’t sure how to dispose
of and university employees are left
to deal with the mess.
The source of this problem is
rooted in a lack of understanding—
people just don’t know what to do
with their stuff.
Here at Puget Sound, Sustainability Advisory Committee has
been grappling with ways to improve student awareness of proper
waste disposal. To get a better idea
of how a typical freshman could be
more environmentally conscious
during move out week, I sat down
with Sustainability Program Coordinator, Sarah Webb.
Webb is an active participant in
environmental changes—this summer, she’ll be doing conservation
fieldwork in Africa. Last year, Webb
worked the week following move
out week and was frustrated by the
excessive amounts of abandoned
waste in the dorms.
Webb was surprised to find abandoned TVs, furniture, and other appliances. What the students probably weren’t aware of was the fact
that trucks from Goodwill arrive
the week before move out week and
stay until the following week.
Webb added, “Appliances and
furniture can go to the Goodwill
donation center, which will be located between Human Resources and the old Facilities building/
South Hall.” Goodwill has very few
restrictions on what they can afford
to take—they’ll accept almost anything.
“At least try Goodwill before you
start throwing things away,” she
said.
Recycling during last year’s move
out week left a lot to be desired as
well. This year, RAs will be receiving copies that show a map of all
bins and options for disposal. Large
recycling bins will be located behind the S.U.B. as well as behind the
A/L parking lot.
“If you have any doubts about
what to do with something, just ask
your RA or a sustainability officer,”
Webb advised.
Eight sustainability officers will
be working during move out week
to help students clear up any confusion about proper waste disposal.
Plastic toters and glass containers
are in every dorm—if they ever become full, Webb said to call sustainability’s phone number at ext. 1560.
I then asked Webb what she
thought was the most important
advice for any students moving out
of the dorms, to which she replied,
“Plan ahead. Students don’t realize how much time it takes to move
everything out until it’s too late—
that’s how things get left behind.
Don’t hesitate to call or e-mail us at
recycling@pugetsound.edu.”
As with most environmental issues, move out week’s waste problem is due to a lack of awareness.
If people don’t know how to fix the
problem, how could they do anything but exacerbate it?
Webb’s advice may be enough
to help students decide how to
best fulfill the old Passages motto,
“Leave no trace.”
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ri v a l wa t c h

Rival PLU welcomes Tonald
Rhombus as new president
By OEDIPUS TEX
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Crosstown rivals: New PLU president Tonald Rhombus
(above) eagerly jots down the beginnings of his ‘master plan’
to sabotage the University of Puget Sound. Rhombus regularly
orders Psych Megawa (below), the Dean of Students, to prankcall Puget Sound and make cruel, hurtful jokes. Right before he
hangs up he always yells, “psych!”.

After a lengthy interview process
involving thousands of qualified
applicants, longtime Puget Sound
rival Pacific Lutheran University selected Rev. Tonald Rhombus as its
new president last Tuesday. With
extensive experience in ‘all things
rival to Puget Sound,’ Rhombus is
expected to carry on the legacy of
rivalry robustly for years to come.
“We couldn’t be more excited
to have Rev. Rhombus onboard,”
Dean of Students Psych Megawa
said at the rivalrous inaugural ceremony. “Since the establishment
of our university, we have worked
hard to be rivals to Puget Sound in
every possible way. ‘Tonn Rhom,’
as we hope our students will call
him, is absolutely a perfect match.”
Rhombus is wasting no time getting into action, and already has announced plans to roll out a series
of new environmental policies next
week.
“Our school will be held to environmental standards that will rival those of our rival,” Rhombus
said. “We hope to downscale our
composting program until we can
eventually match and surpass the
impressive amount of food waste
generated by Puget Sound. We will
also strive to multiply our use of
printer paper in our library by 400
percent, and do the same with our
water usage for our lawns and floral displays.”
Puget Sound students are adviced to amp up their anti-PLU rivalrous rhetoric in anticipation for
this new chapter of rivalry, which
will really rival all other rivalries.

H E E D M Y WA R N I N G

Don’t stand on rolly chairs:
the story of my leg-arms
By CLARENCE “LEGS FOR
ARMS” KRESNE

There aren’t any stools around,
and all you need to do is reach the
can of white-out that’s currently
perched on the top shelf. You pull
over the office chair, ignoring the
threatening rustle of its wheels rolling across the floor, even though
you know that people can fall off of
office chairs.
“Other people,” you tell yourself.
You reach for that white-out,
stretching your arm across the
length of the full size desk below
you. The chair sways gently beneath
your feet as you unconsciously correct and re-correct your balance,
your entire life balanced on a set of
six Master Caster Futura Series soft
wheels.
Some small cuts and bruises, a
broken arm, maybe even death, if
you fall on something sharp-these
are the worst possible side effects of
falling off an office chair, right?
Wrong.
Maybe you are a friend or relative
of somebody who has fallen from
an office chair, but for those of you
who have been untouched by office
chair injury, know this:
Office chairs aren’t like other objects. Designed to produce maximum efficiency in office environ-

ments, but one quirk of this design
is that they will always topple in
worst way possible.
I used to work at an office job. I
walked home on my beautiful, functional legs to my beautiful wife and
my two beautiful children. I would
hug them with my beautiful uppertorso arms and we’d talk about just
how damn beautiful our life was.
As you can see from my picture,
this isn’t the case. When I feel from
my office chair, everything changed.
The surgeons told my that my internal organs were entirely discombobulated, and after a failed twelvehour recombobulation surgery they
were ready to leave me for dead.
I survived only because my beautiful, beautiful family was able to
change their minds. “Do anything,”
my genetically perfect children
cooed in unison, and the doctors
obliged.
When they saw what came out of
that operating room they left. Who
could love a man with legs for arms
and arms for legs?
Now I live in a trash can beside
Alder, eating whatever scraps I can
kick-punch away from neighborhood dogs. Precious few people will
acknowledge I exist, and those who
do are almost all scofflaws serving
community service, throwing sheets
of burlap over me to for “commu-

Dear Love Attorney,
The other day I was bitten by a
fiddleback spider. The how is not
important. all you need to know
is that the bite is painless and one
of its symptoms is that 7 hours in,
one starts hallucinating. Anyway,
unaware of the spider bite, I went
out to a club with some friends
and started dancing.
A little while later the hallucinations began. In my state I was
dancing with who I thought was
world-renowned screen actor
Daniel Day-Lewis, someone I’ve
always had a celeb crush on. Me
and Daniel had a good time dancing, and when he kissed me on the
dance floor, I declared how I’d like
to take him on a date to the banana-store, unless the suspicious
looking anteater in the corner
takes me out first (this was part of
my hallucinating).
Long story short, we exchanged
numbers and fluids (I vomited on
him, and he was so repulsed that
he vomited on me). The next week
I arrange to meet him at a restaurant for dinner. When I show up I
see not Daniel Day Lewis, but just
some balding telemarketer with
a mustache who happens to be
named Daniel.
I’m in the restaurant bathroom
right now texting this to you, so
could you please hurry up with
advice about getting out of this
situation without hurting Daniel’s feelings? He seems like a very
fragile person, being ugly and in a
dead-end job, etc. Please hurry.
From,
Lying in a Web in Saratoga
(Sent From My Blackberry)
Dear Web,
In my rowdy Viennese
law-school days, I would frequent
a certain ‘gentlemanly’ establishment on the weekends, and the
weekdays as well. Thinking my
glasses would hurt my chances, I would often make my visits
without them. Under my foggy,
sans-glasses vision, I more than
once requested the ‘best-of-both-

Hideous monster: Who
could ever love me now?
nity beautification.” I didn’t even
write this article- I had to dictate it
to my hideous girlfriend, the only
human who can stand my presence
after the accident.
So please, listen to me while you
still have something left to lose. As
you leave college and begin to work
in the real world, just remember
this one thing:
Never stand on a chair with
wheels.

worlds’ gal—the opposite of what
I wanted—and all because my eyes
played tricks on me. I am of course
talking about a conscious aesthetic choice I made, whereas you just
happened to be poisoned right before going to a club. But my analogy holds—men under certain
lights or substances can be dangerously ugly when you see them
under more truthful lighting.
On a larger plain of thought,
our two cases provoke a discussion about the oft-jolting disjunction between Be and Seem, and the
representation of truth or beauty
in the flippant mind. Beauty may
be in the eye of the beholder, but
what if the beholder is nearsighted? What if the beholder sheds her
rose-colored hallucinogenic glasses and beholds that what she had
mistaken for beauty and the star of
“There Will Be Blood” is nothing
more than a mustachioed hack?
What about the romances that can
begin only after multiple martinis?
But I digress.
What you must do in this dilemma is what I call, ‘Maintaining
the Illusion’: pretend your date is
just as enchanting and gorgeous as
he was that night you met. In your
case, pretend this duffy loser is, in
fact, Daniel Day-Lewis. Ask him
questions about Martin Scorcese’s
directorial abilities, or his acting
method, or Last of the Mohicans.
Daniel will either A.) get
the point and realize you were
smashed and trotter off without
you having to say anything directly; or B.) He will pretend to be
Daniel Day-Lewis, just as he did
the night you met. Soon enough,
your mutual decision to pretend
that he is Daniel Day-Lewis will
realize the fantasy.
Also, it might help if you track
down that spider and have it bite
you repeatedly, to maintain the
hollucinations, and hopefully they
will become permanent, eternal and so will your love.
Love,
The Love Attorney
(Sent from my Workdesk of
Dutch Mahogany)
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Baseball sweeps Pacific to move in second place
By DAVID SKOLNIK
In the first truly good weather weekend we’ve had so far this
spring, the Logger baseball team
didn’t disapoint a large gathering of
‘fair weather fans.”
Displaying solid pitching and
a flare for the dramatic, the team
swept the Pacific Boxers to move
into sole possession of first place in
the Northwest Conference with one
weekend left to go.
In game one, the Loggers jumped
out to a 3-0 lead in the first inning
and rode an outstanding performance by sophomore pitcher Nate
Aguiar (Los Gatos, Calif.) to hold
off the Boxers in a 3-2 victory.
The Loggers used a combination
of hits and walks to score three runs
in the first inning. A single by senior Kainoa Correa (Hilo, Hawai’i)
was sandwiched in between a pair
of walks for senior Dakota Resnik
(Bellevue, Wash.) and junior Matt
Cox (Salem, Ore.). Freshman Jeff
Walton (Carmichael, Calif.) singled
to drive in Resnik before a bloop hit
from senior Craig Driver drove in
Correa and Cox to make the score
3-0.
Aguiar held Pacific without a hit
from the second inning until he
gave up two singles in the seventh.
Junior Luke Englert (Seattle, Wash.)
came in and closed the game for his
second save.
In game two the Loggers again
made the game dramatic, finding themselves down 5-3 entering the bottom half of the ninth inning. A flurry of timely hits allowed
the team to rally for a 6-5 win that
seemed to break the Boxer spirit.

Baseball v Pacific
Game 1
W 3-2
Game 2
W 6-5
Game 3
W 4-1
Junior Andrew Grady (Cave
Creek, Ariz.) and Resnik hit backto-back singles and each advanced
a base after a wild pitch. The Loggers loaded the bases after Walton
was hit by a pitch. Junior Will Mentor (Seattle, Wash.) stepped into the
box and delivered a a two-run single
that scored Grady and Resnik.
After the Boxers intentionally
walked a pinch hitter, senior Chaz
Kramer (Boulder, Colo.) stepped to
the plate with no intention of having the game go into extra innings.
A grounder to second looked like a
double play ball but the Boxer relay
throw was off the mark to first base.
As Kramer safely reached first, Walton scored the game winning run
from third.
The win on the mound went to
senior Cam Duvall (Lakewood,
Wash.) after he stopped a rally in
the eighth and allowed just one hit
over the last 1.1 innings of the game.
The walk off win in the previous
game demoralized the Boxers. It had
the opposite affect on the Loggers as
the team came out broom-in-hand,
ready to complete the sweep.
A first inning double from Cox

PHOTO CREDIT / DAVID PENDLETON

Big Cat: Logger pitcher Nate Aguiar had an impressive start in the first game of the weekend.
drove in the initial run and was
nearly all the offense the Loggers
needed in the game. His triple in the
fifth added a third run to the board,
more than enough for freshman
Lucas Stone (Ashland, Ore.) who
scattered six hits over five innings to
pick up his second win of the year.

Junior Alex Baugh (Monroe,
Wash.) worked middle relief, giving up just one unearned run in the
eighth. Duvall, in his second appearance of the day, struck out two
over the final 1.2 innings to secure
the Logger win.
The Loggers will host their final

non-conference game this Wednesday against Central Washington.
The team will travel to Willamette
for a three game series this coming
weekend.
A series win over Willamette all
but guarantees a second place finish
for the Loggers.

Novice boat claims
Track and Field season wraps up
title for crew at NCRC as Loggers compete at NWC meet
By ANTHEA AASEN
It was an exciting week at the
NCRC Championships on Saturday. The women’s novice boat saved
their best for last as they took home
the gold in an impressive win against
Humbolt State. It was a mere 0.4
seconds that edged them in front of
their opponents in the heated battle.
Freshman Molly Larsen (Anchorage, Alaska) said, “It was an amazing and slightly unbelievable feeling
to win our race. We had come close
to beating both Western and Humboldt earlier in the season, and we
knew that winning was within our
ability, but it wasn’t until we were
approaching the dock after our race
and I saw our coach on the dock
with a huge smile on her face and
one finger in the air that it actually
sunk in that we had won.”
The women’s V8 boat placed second in their race, coming in just behind powerhouse Western Washington with a time of 7:06:87. The
women’s V4 boat took third in their

race with at time of 7:51:11.
Freshman Hannah Maurer (Berthoud, Colo.) is looking forward to
next year. “I don’t know about the
other people on my boat but I know
that I couldn’t stop rowing even if I
wanted to. Next year is going to be
even better than this year, because
we are going to keep working hard
and accomplishing our goals.”
The men’s team took fourth in
both their V8 and their V4 boats,
and overall the Loggers team came
in fourth place, beating out Willamette, Lewis & Clark and Pacific Lutheran. The only teams to beat the
Loggers were the non-division III
schools also competing in the regatta.
Junior Alec Scott (Oakland, Calif.) said, “We raced faster than we
have in previous regattas, and the
V4 boat was a lot closer to the front
three than they have been in past
races. This upcoming weekend we
are racing against the whole west
coast, we’ll see what happens down
there.”

By TYLER VLASAK
The Logger track teams travelled
to McMinnville, Ore. last weekend for the Northwest Conference
Track & Field finals. The women
finished with 67 points, taking sixth
place, while the men took seventh
place with an 18 point finish, but
several individual efforts put Loggers at or near the top in the conference.
On Friday, two Loggers competed in the men’s and women’s 10,000
meter runs, both taking fifth place
in their respective events. Marnie
Hazelhurst (Portland, Ore.) finished with a time of 39:22.27 while
Matt Klein (Portland, Ore.) finished
with a time of 33:25.94.
On day two of the meet, junior
Andrea Leiken (Portland, Ore.) had
a great performance, taking second place in the 200m and third
in the 400m dash, finishing with
times of 26.70 and 58.85, respectively. The 4x400m relay team, con-

sisting of Leiken, fresnhman Alicia
Burns (Spokane Valley, Wash.), senior Hayley Walker (Cambria, Calif.) and freshman Meg Gilbertson
(Clackamas, Ore.), took second
place with a final time of 4:02.91.
Burns took home another second
place finish in the 800m with a time
of 2:20.28.
Other notable performances on
the track included a fifth place finish
1500m run for Walker and an eight
place finish in the 5000m run for senior Marnie Hazlehurst (Portland,
Ore.). Junior Maya Heck (Corvallis,
Ore.) claimed the top Logger finish
in any field event when she cleared
9’8.5” in the pole vault.
For the men, sophomore Emerson Sample (Madison, Wisc.)
took a fourth place finish, the Logger men’s top finish of the day, in
the 400m hurdles with a final time
of 57.62. The men’s 4x100m, made
up of junior Daniel Clarke (Colgate, Wisc.), Michael Haas (Cupertino, Calif.), Chris Morrison

(Lakewood, Wash.) and sophomore
Lukas Diesing (Longmont, Colo.)
finished in fifth place with a time of
44.30, just a bit over a second shy of
the first place finishers. One week
after winning the high jump at the
Spike Arlt Invitational at Central
Washington University, freshman
Daniel Berendsen finished sixth in
the Conference with a finals jump
of 5’11.25”.
Many of the top finishers on both
the men’s a women’s teams will return next spring, giving the Loggers
hope for even greater team accomplishments next season.

Track & Field
NWC Championships
Men
7th place
Women
6th place

Men’s and women’s golf close seasons at NWC Tourney
By HANNAH CHASE
The weather is far from ideal for
golf, but whether rain or shine, the
Loggers drive to the Fircrest Golf
Course to practice their strokes in
preparation for each tournament.
Each tournament has proven that
the Loggers, both men and women,
are a strong group of golfers.
However, it all comes down to
the end of the season pièce de résistance: the Northwest Conference
Championships.
The men and women ended their
season at the Canyon Lakes Golf

Course in Richland, Wash. over
the past weekend. The Logger men
finished third overall in the championships, allowing them to finish
second in the conference standings.
According to Logger Athletics, the Loggers had to shave five
strokes from their day one score in
order to land their third place win.
However, they succeeded in doing so and walked away from the
championships with the knowledge that they ended the season on
a high note.
The women finished sixth as a
team, with an overall score of 725

(+149). This allowed for the Loggers to finish eight strokes in front
of rival Pacific Lutheran. However, it was not far enough in front to
take the title from George Fox.
The championships also proved
to be grounds for solid performances from individual members of both teams. Senior Greg
Kirkpatrick led the Loggers with
a two round score of 148 (+4) and
a fourth place finish. Senior Natalie Nakamine led the women with
a score of 162 (+18) to tie for a seventh place finish.
Freshmen Derek Wilson and

Matt Kitto also did exceptionally well during the two-day tournament. With a score of 156 (+12),
Wilson placed 10th overall. Kitto
finished with a tie in 13th with an
overall score of 157 (+13).
The championship also marked
a day of recognition for two members of the Logger golf teams. Both
Kirkpatrick and senior Sarah Bicker earned Northwest Conference
honors. It is a great way for both to
conclude their Logger golf careers.
Bicker played solidly all season. Although she finished 15th at
championships with a 168 (+24),

her NWC Fall Classic Title landed
her the all-conference honor.
With the season over, the team
is looking forward to starting up
again in the fall. It will be interesting to see how the team dynamic will change with the loss of the
graduating seniors.
However, as the Conference
Championships
demonstrated,
both teams have potential in their
underclassmen golfers.
As for now, both the men and
women’s golf team can finish their
respective seasons knowing that
they put their best foot forward.
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2010-2011: A year of Logger sports in photos
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It’s been another amazing year for
Puget Sound athletetics. Established
coaches continued to demand excellence while new faces established
themselves on campus. Whether it
was the women’s soccer team winning their tenth consecutuve conference title, or baseball positioning themselves for the best finish in
recent team history, there has been
no shortage of outstanding performances on both the individual and
team levels. While the graduating
seniors will be sorely missed come
fall, hopefully these pictures will
help you remember those who are
leaving, as well as the Logger athletes who will carry the on the torch.
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Standout Northwest hip-hop Why Troll 2 is the best
artists storm club Rendezvous horror film ever made

PHOTO COURTESY / GOOD MUSIC ONLY

Luck-One: One of two rappers hosted by ASUPS NW Sounds.

By TOMMY STONE
Bass thumps, floors shake, a
crowd roars and students at the
S.U.B. wonder what on earth is going on beneath them. The answer:
Spaceman and Luck-One have arrived at Puget Sound. Last Saturday, ASUPS Northwestern Sounds
booked the rappers for a free student show at Club Rendezvous
next to the Cellar.
Starting at around 9 p.m., the
show didn’t end until around midnight. Since there haven’t been
many hip-hop shows on campus
lately, most of the crowd stayed until the very end, savoring every bit
of the performance. For any fans
of the genre, Spaceman and LuckOne are great examples of the best
that Northwestern hip-hop has to
offer.
A Seattle native, Spaceman captivated Club Rendezvous’ audience
with inspiring enthusiasm and an
innate sense of fun. Already having starred in commercials and
performed at some of the region’s
biggest music festivals, such as
Reverbfest, Bumbershoot and the
Capitol Hill Block Party, it’s clear
that Spaceman’s charisma has
earned him a place at the top. He’s
also shared the stage with Redman
& Method Man, 88 Keys, Devin the
Dude Pac Div, One B-Lo and more.
To start the show, Spaceman
pumped up his audience members
by running through them wearing
a ski mask and demanding people
to get their hands up. Throughout
the show, Spaceman played a lot of
songs from his mixtape, Greetings
Earthlings—most notably, “L’s Up”
and “Fly Dena Mof*ka.”
For his last song, Spaceman
had everyone get into a circle as

he got into the middle of it and
danced with his audience. It was a
great moment—singing along with
Spaceman during the chorus and
dancing in synchronicity, all of us
mere inches apart. Out of courtesy to fans and new listeners alike,
Spaceman offers free downloads of
Greetings Earthlings at spaceman.
bandcamp.com.
Before Spaceman came onstage,
I approached the stairs leading
down to the Cellar and vaguely recognized a man sitting on a nearby
parking curb. It was no other than
Luck-One. I introduced myself immediately and for the next twenty
minutes, we discussed the music business, future life plans and
much more.
Originally from Portland, LuckOne, or Hanif Collins, has been
rapping since his teenage years,
and lately, he’s been learning how
to play guitar. After having served
time for robbery and gun charges,
Luck-One has been rapping out of
Seattle with Spaceman and other
rappers in the area.
Luck-One said that he developed
an advantage over other rappers by
reading books on the music business while in prison, teaching himself tips of the trade that he never
would have guessed otherwise.
We talked about the “sampling”
trend in modern hip-hop, where
rappers will rhyme over someone
else’s beats. Luck-One explained
that although he’s sampled songs
once or twice, the practice is largely
overdone these days. He said, “I’m
all about the beats, man. I love
making my own beats, so sometimes it’s boring for me to use
someone else’s.”
It shows too—Luck-One’s inherent talent for mixing is evidenced

by many of his songs, which are
consistently clean and catchy.
As for the future, Luck-One
doesn’t plan to rap for much longer, mostly because it demands
so much time and effort. Once he
makes enough money, he said pensively, “I’m ready for a journey.
I want to start somewhere in the
Middle East and keep going east
from there—just to see where life
takes me.”
As Luck-One took the Club Rendezvous stage, his words about
abandoning his career as a rapper
echoed in my head. For a young
rapper who spent five years of his
life in prison, the man has come a
remarkably long way. His not-forprofit 2009 EP, Beautiful Music,
earned a lot of critical appraisal
and money, all of which he dedicated to relief in Haiti. He has also
shared the stage with rap stars such
as Talib Kweli, The Game, Bone
Thugs-N-Harmony, Mike Jones,
dead prez, RZA of Wu-Tang Clan,
Zion I and Naughty By Nature.
As I watched Luck-One perform, I realized how unique his
talent was among most rappers I’ve
heard. His music combines catchy,
danceable beats with eloquent, selfsearching lyrics. Anthems like “I
Believe” and “Sounds of My City”
immediately energized the crowd.
Near the end of the show, LuckOne took a poll of different styles
of hip-hop that the crowd wanted
to hear, including “Soulja Boy”
among others, and performed his
next song accordingly. This innovative choice as a performer fit
his personality perfectly—a rapper
who is always open to change and
deeply concerned with the impact
he leaves on his audience.
Luck-One recently came out
with his full-length LP, True Theory, but free downloads of his
other music are available at www.
djbooth.net/index/mixtapes/entry/
luck-one-true-theory-outtakes/.
Even with the plethora of campus events that took place last Saturday, those who chose to attend
Spaceman and Luck-One’s concert
certainly enjoyed the free admission for a night of quality Northwestern hip-hop.
Those who didn’t make it missed
out on the boisterous personality of Spaceman and the insightful
charm of Luck-One.
If you didn’t make it this time
around, I would suggest making an
effort to see some of the best rappers of the Northwest.

By LEAH WEITZ

“I want to write a movie review,”
I say.
My editor smiles. “Okay,” he says.
“What movie?”
Now this is the hard part.
The thing is, I’m obsessed with
Troll 2. I’ve watched the available
clips of it on Hulu and YouTube so
many times, I’ve lost count. I own
the full film on iTunes. I have a Troll
2 t-shirt. And I absolutely need to
write about it. Here’s the problem
“It’s kind of old...” I say, flinching. My editor raises his eyebrow.
“But wait,” I say. “Listen. It’s the best
movie ever made.” I quickly explain
that it’s the shittiest piece of garbage
filmmaking ever, and that makes it
brilliant. My editor and fellow A&E
writers look at me dubiously.“Um,
okay,” My editor says. “Let’s put that
down as a ‘maybe’.”
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Yumm: Goblins turn their prey to vegetables before eating.
“Seriously though,” I say, pulling
up a video on YouTube. “Just watch
this.”
Once he stopped laughing, my
editor gave me a “yes.”
So what is Troll 2’s deal? It is a
1990 horror film, it is not a sequel
and it is not about trolls. It’s actually
about goblins.
The film was named Troll 2 to attract a greater viewing audience, as
the completely unrelated movie Troll
had been well received. Troll 2 was
written by an Italian couple who did
not speak fluent English, and acted
out by unknowns. The actors, including a dentist and a man on a day
trip away from an insane asylum,
were forced to read the script wordfor-word, regardless of the blatant
errors in its language. What resulted
was one of the most unintentionally
hilarious films of all time.
The plot revolves around the Waits

Student alumnus blogs life post-Puget Sound
By MEGAN MORRISON
Puget Sound ‘08
On May 15, 2008, I donned a
black graduate cap, joined my fellow graduating seniors in Baker
Stadium and walked across the
stage to receive my diploma from
Ron Thom.
As I descended the stage, my
emotions surprised me. Instead
of a sense of empowerment, I felt
slightly lost. Staring out at the
faces of friends, family and thousands of strangers, I wondered,
“What now?”
Three months after graduation, I still hadn’t figured it out.
Seeking advice from friends and
family about love, money, friendship and a career after college, I
wondered, “Why the hell isn’t
there a handbook for this time of
life?”That was the inspiration for
The Graduate Guru.
In December, 2010, two years

and many experiences after graduation, I created the website The
Graduate Guru to help graduating
seniors make a successful transition into the real world.
I have friends that are graduating in 2011 and 2012. The Graduate Guru is my graduation gift to
them; I designed it to help them
enter the real world feeling more
prepared and empowered than
I was. The website is a great resource for how to get started after
college and to live an intentional
life. Several Puget Sound students
read the website regularly, including Courtney Weller.
“The Graduate Guru makes me
feel better about entering the real
world,” Wellers said. “By reading about what other people have
done and experienced, I’ve come
to believe that, even though I’ve
never experienced life on my own,
I’ll be able to succeed.”
On The Graduate Guru, I in-

terview women from many different walks of life. Each woman has
made a successful and fulfilling
transition from a graduating senior to a participant in the “real

world.”
The blog seeks women’s best
advice on paying back student
loans, conquering their biggest
fears after college, relationships,
careers and finances. It also asks
each woman about her best and

family doing a house swap, who arrive in the town of Nilbog (spell it
backwards...) only to discover that
the residents are all goblins that try
to feed them magic food, which will
turn them into vegetables and make
them edible. This is because the goblins are vegetarians. There’s a sort of
witchy goblin queen, and the ghost
of the Waits childrens’ “Grandpa
Seth” pops up to help out the family’s young son, Joshua, to protect his
family from the goblins, doing such
things as urinating on cursed food.
In one scene, the goblin Queen,
named “Creedence Leonore Gielgud” (seriously), seduces an unsuspecting tourist with a stick of
corn on the cob. I’m going to give
away the ending here. If you actually want to watch this movie for the
plot I suggest you immediately drop
out of college, drive to the nearest
film school and learn about priori-

worst decisions after college.
So, is The Graduate Guru only
for women?
Absolutely not!
Even though The Graduate
Guru focuses on women, most
of the advice is universally applicable.
All graduating seniors can benefit from advice on landing their
first job or maintaining their
friendships from college.
By catering to women, however, the Graduate Guru has also
become a safe platform for discussing important and uniquely
feminine issues, such as sexual
harassment in the work place or
safe sex in the emotionally vulnerable years after college. Few
people are discussing those things
and graduating women need to be
prepared for them.
The website can be found at
thegraduateguru.com as well as
on Facebook and Twitter.

ties. That being said, the goblins are
ultimately destroyed by a combination of a bologna sandwich and a
“Stonehenge Magic Stone,” which
promised to defeat the goblins if the
Waits family should “touch it and
concentrate.”
The film, which currently has the
only 0 percent rating on RottenTomatoes, has gathered quite the cult
following. Across the nation, Troll
2 is being played at midnight shows,
gracing the t-shirts of college students and being cosplayed at conventions. There’s even a documentary, titled Best Worst Movie, which
examines the film’s appeal and features many of its stars. Interestingly,
the documentary holds one of the
highest ratings on the tomatometer.
For those of you brave enough to
venture into Nilbog, Troll 2 is available on iTunes and Amazon for an
astonishing bargain of $10.
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STF comes to a fantastic finale with Coranado
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Love triangle: A secret romantic relationship gives way to lies, deceit and murder in a small town.
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Digging up the past: Couples confront skeletons in their closet

By JENI OPPENHEIMER
On Thursday, April 21, the fourth
Senior Theatre Festival (STF) play,
Coronodo, had its final dress rehearsal before a packed audience of
Puget Sound students. As everyone
squeezed onto the stage to watch a
dramatic performance done in the
round, excitement levels were at an
all-time high.

The room was peppered with
bright blue shirts worn by fellow
members of the theatre community
who had come to support the four
seniors in their final undertaking.
“It is the capstone project for theatre majors,” director Ella Wrenn,
also a theatre major, said.
The play opens on a triangle
stage with two lovers in one corner
plotting to kill the female lover’s

husband, and then it immediately
jumps to another corner where a
doctor and his patient are talking
about their relationship.
Before that scene has ended, the
audience’s focus is thrust toward a
discussion between a father and his
son in another corner of the stage.
While the stage appeared to be a
simple triangular boardwalk in the
beginning, the quick changes and
interesting lighting make it anything but plain.
In addition to some great lines
and dramatic plot, the play had
some comical moments. Noah Kaplan, who played one of the main
characters, Will, did a particularly
good job balancing the romantic
jokes his character made with the
cold and murderous mentality he
displayed at the end.
The play highlighted the animalistic traits that manifest in people

when they feel overwhelmed by
love. “It is about people seeking the
nature of love and how far we go in
the heart wanting what it wants,”
Wrenn said.
Overall, the production was a
fantastic display of the students’
abilities to step up and fill roles they
had never had to do independently .
Wrenn could not be more proud of
how well the shows went.
To put on the play is quite a rigorous project and involves a yearlong
commitment to everything from
selecting the play to taking leadership roles in making the production
come to life. All of this is done collaboratively.
By the end of the first semester,
every participant in STF must have
a role that they “feel good about,”
Wrenn said.
She went on to say, “It is the only
time in your life where you get to

pick the role that you play; I am beyond thrilled with the seniors that I
am working with in Coronado. This
role can mean something different
to everyone.”
While directing an entire show
was a new role for Wren, the theatre
world was not. She has been in over
10 productions at Puget Sound, is
president of the Senior Theatre Productions and has some prior directing experience. Wrenn’s passion is
directing, and as Matthew Jackson
told her recently, “I don’t think you
will stop acting, but I don’t think
you will be able to stop directing.”
This enthusiasm is apparent both in
the play and in they way she talks
about the process of working with
the actors.
“It is great to see these people
do something that they have never
done before and do it to the nth degree of awesome,” Wren said.

Kream of the KUPS crop part 3: The final DJ installment
By LINDSEY FLATT
Thanks for tuning in for our final installment of this program. In
case you haven’t been tunning in,
I previously sat down with a group
of ‘Alternative’ DJs to learn some of
the ins and outs of their respective
shows and their involvement with
KUPS.
This week I sat down with a
mixed bunch: three DJs who have
been acknowledged for their fantastic work in three very different
genres—everything from loud rock
to drum and bass.
The DJ: Yuri Kahan
The Show: “Chopped, Screwed,
and Bodybagged” Mondays, 10-11
p.m.
The Lowdown: This is a loud rock
show with a twist–or rather–screw.
As Yuri explains:
“For those that don’t know,
“chopped and screwed” is a technique developed by some hip-hop
dudes…where they would slow
down hip-hop tracks to ridiculously
slow speeds and do some fancy lil’
DJ tricks over these bogged down,
codeine cough syrup-infused beats.
What I do for my show is apply
this idea to loud rock (grind/black/
death/doom etc.) Before each show
I pick my tracks [and] slow ‘em
down by about 25 percent. I suppose in some ways “chopped and
screwed” loud rock is kind of absurd, but in a lot of other ways it

makes a lot of sense. Loud rock is
predominantly angry, intense and
brutal; the chopped and screwed
factor just seems to amplify all of
these aspects.”

highly complex and the unbelievably stupid. Again, I think those
accustomed to the box that mainstream music has provided them
to musically exist in could greatly
benefit from some chopped and
screwed tunage.

bass itself, as well as other patterns and rhythms. Bass music is
where I feel electronic music is
starting to make a huge impact on
how we think and listen to music.”

Mixin’ it up: DJs work hard to bring us the tunes we love.
Any
(crazy)
future
plans
for
the
airwaves?
I’ve been thinking of broadening
my horizons a little bit and having
a chopped and screwed show that
isn’t just loud rock. I’m really into
math rock, 70s African psych, avant
garde minimal stuff (like Fourtet)
and weird shit in general—both the

The DJ: Sean Davidson
The Show: Tuesdays, 9-10 p.m.
Electronic music is a big category; where do you see yourself
fitting in?
“The genre of electronic music is pretty expansive…I fit in to
the bass scene right now—which
emphasizes experimentation with

What
are
your
thoughts
on
dubstep?
“Bass music with a two-step rhythm
is the shit. There’s nothing more
interesting in electronic music
right now. Simple as that. There are
dudes who are on the fringes when
it comes to making what is now being called post-dubstep, [which] is

some cool ass shit… I have DJed at
Gruv a few times already and I plan
to do more… I love playing music
and think DJing is rad.”
The DJ: Kim Clancy
The Show(s): Monday, 5-6 p.m.
and Wednesday, 2-3 p.m.
After having been awarded “Best
New DJ” for this semester, what
advice would you give to new DJs?
“Become involved in KUPS! One of
the best ways to improve your show
and learn about music is by talking
to core staff and other DJs. Also, if
you don’t get a show, don’t give up!
I didn’t get a show first semester and
I became really involved in Street
Team, and that helped me to better
understand what KUPS was looking
for. It’s really great to become involved in KUPS, even if you aren’t a
DJ, such as through the Street Team.
There are so many ways that you can
contribute to the station. You can
take pictures, blog, review shows
and new music and table.”
What was the most difficult
thing to learn during the process
of becoming a DJ? “Learning to
balance all of the things that you are
required to do in the booth during
just one hour. It takes time to get
into the flow of how you want your
show to run and to feel comfortable.
Being a good DJ is a big commitment, more than just doing your
show, but also being on top of new
music and making thoughtful playlists.”

